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The Longman Club was openly called a massage parlor. In truth, the „Longman Club‟ was 

merely a cover; people who frequented it knew that it was really called the Longman 

Underground Den. 

There was an expansive casino on the club‟s very first flooring. 

The only winner in a gambling enterprise was the online casino house itself. The likelihood 

of winning in a casino site was no greater than winning a lotto. 

A young male had won ten games in a row. The people gathered around the man were 

cheering him on. 

This young man was Samuel Hannigan; Johann was by his side, cold sweat perspiring down 

his brow. 

They would most definitely draw in the casino house‟s focus if they continued to win such as 

this. 

If any person translucented Samuel‟s scheme, their lives would be at stake here. 

Johann did not know where Samuel had gotten his intestines from– he did not also bring 

any type of lackeys along. It was just the two of them in the gambling enterprise. 

No person would certainly involve their help if anything happened. 

Below, a monitoring team fast went into Blake‟s workplace. 

” Something‟s taking place, sir.” 

Blake was smoking a cigar, a male with a bloodied face kneeling before him. 

His injuries were so severe that can rarely construct his attributes. 

” What happened?” Blake asked. 

The security staff showed him a clip from the security cameras. 

 

His eyebrows drew together after he completed watching it. “He won a lot of times,” he 

commented. “Can he be that lucky?” 

” There‟s most definitely something wrong,” the monitoring staff claimed without missing 

out on a beat. 

Blake stubbed the butt of the cigar on the stooping guy‟s shoulder; it melted as well as 

crackled. He kicked the male away. 



” Yes, sir.” 

After the security personnel left, Blake stood up and also aligned his garments. 

He extended a leg towards the man on the flooring. “Lick my shoe tidy, or kiss goodbye to 

your other half,” he stated. 

The man crept towards Blake with every bit of his toughness. 

 

He stood out his tongue, but Blake stepped on his face rather. “I wager you never ever 

thought that this would have occurred when I was functioning under you,” he claimed with 

antipathy. “We had many bros under your treatment, yet you just strolled on us as a result 

of that b * tch. Did you actually believe I would forgive her just like that?” 

The guy lifted his head. “I would certainly been treating you well, Blake,” he said, tone 

nervous. 

When Blake was working under Manfred, he had been his ideal arm– the spear at his side. 

They had actually gotten to brand-new optimals with each other. 

It was because of Manfred‟s sudden separation that the servants spread right into chaos. 

Blake might not forgive Manfred for single-handedly damaging all his life‟s job, and ever 

since, he vowed that he would certainly establish his own company, and that he would 

absolutely surpass Manfred. 

Certainly, Blake had actually managed to construct a lot of power over the past few years. 

Just by relying upon his wagering dens, he was the most powerful of all of the casino 

employers in Cloud City. 

Blake did not ignore Manfred also after he had made his money and also built his power. 

It did not matter if he needed to root out every building in Cloud City, he wanted to weed 

his former employer out. 

He did not just intend to retaliate against Manfred; he desired him to take an excellent hard 

consider how he was much more powerful than he ever before was. 

“I‟m sorry to tell you that she‟s dead after that,” Blake stated mockingly. 

 


